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The warp-speed
nature of price
adjustments is one
of the key features
of digital assets. It
accelerates
innovation by
clearing
unsuccessful
projects to make
room for new ones.
It also makes digital
complementary to
traditional
investments which
re-price more slowly,
like venture capital.
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1.

Hype cycles are a critical part of innovation. When an idea demonstrates proof of concept, capital rushes to
accelerate its integration into the mainstream, even when the risks are high. The problem isn’t the excesses;
the problem is how they are unwound. For example, with traditional assets, policy views falling asset prices
as synonymous with crisis and deflation risk. Intervention has at times stalled healthy adjustments. By
comparison, in digital asset markets, the cleansing of excesses is brutally efficient. Only the strongest survive.
This is a desirable feature, driving innovation by allowing more ideas to be tested. It also imposes careful risk
management on investors. Nothing is too big to fail or too small to succeed.

2.

We contextualize how the structural differences between digital and traditional asset cycles affect the
inevitable boom-bust period. Figures A, B, and C are powerfully simple illustrations. They show compounded
returns for three indices with their names, dates, and magnitude removed. Why the mystery? Investors are
biased towards the familiar – and so is analysis. The data ends at the same time last year, near peak growth
hype. Most striking is the similarity of the patterns: growth hype impacted all three indices. Of course, the
orders of magnitude differ, but that is an issue of sizing and risk management.

3.

Now, for the numbers: over the periods covered, Figure A returned 121 times higher than its inception, Figure
B returned 196 times, and Figure C returned 123 times. It is staggering growth, truly exponential across all
three indices. And in each of these cases, the initial business developments were tested, embraced by the
market, and then harshly rejected before finding more sizable returns as adoption broadened. The exponential
growth makes the initial retracements appear less severe– they represented moments of survival, like Apple’s
investment from Microsoft or Tesla being rejected by Apple later in life.

4.

Next, for the big reveal: Figure A is the NASDAQ-100 Index (NDX), Figure B is the Refinitiv Venture Capital
Index (TRVCI), and Figure C is the One River Digital Size Tilt Index (ORDST). 1 All delivered tremendous returns
since their inception. However, the timing is vastly different. The NDX and TRVCI returns occurred over
roughly 40 and 30 years, respectively. This was dominated by exposure to the birth and scaling of internet
technology. The ORDST captures the birth of another technological revolution. But Figure C happened in less
than five years. Stripping away the dimension of time forces analysis to focus on the cycles. There are four key
lessons.

5.

First, drawdowns cull the weakest elements in an innovation cycle. Few innovations have impacted our
society as much as the Internet. Few spaces looked bleaker in 2001. Intel’s 2001 Annual Report is illustrative:
“Most companies took a beating, and many investors wondered if technology was dead.” Yet the Dot.Com
crash became a crucible with several of today’s most successful companies counted as survivors or born from
the wreckage. There is much for digital to improve on today as we gaze up at all-time highs that seem all too
far away. Questions about governance, scalability, and interoperability are all valid. But these are natural
growing pains to achieve something transformative. Investors who dismissed Bitcoin after the failure of Mt Gox
missed out on Ethereum. Those who left Ethereum after the DAO hack missed out on DeFi. It is just getting
started.

1

All indices cover their inception date through May 10, 2021. Inception dates by index are NDX: January 31, 1985, TRVCI: December 30, 1994,
and ORDST: January 1, 2017. Source: Refinitiv.
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6.

Second, everything happens faster in digital. The frenetic pace of digital is the result of lower barriers to
innovation and the absence of a safety net. Naturally, adjustments to the downside are far more rapid, too.
The ORDST is down 65% since its November peak (approaching past cycles of a complete correction) while
the retracement of the NASDAQ is a modest 24% decline over the same period. The current repricing of growth
will appear in private VC returns over the next year plus. But as an indication, the liquid VC replication index
from Refinitiv is down to a similar degree as our digital index.

7.

Third, realization of risk and the distribution of loss is more efficient in digital. Growth investments around
the world are being re-rated lower. The smoothed nature of VC may be comforting, but it clouds risk
management. It is far more challenging to identify and reallocate redundant capital in VC than digital. In the
digital ecosystem, the lower barrier to entry means that many more ideas will see the light of day. As in earlystage venture, many will fail, but this is a feature and not a flaw despite the rapidity. Terra-Luna’s swift decline
was remarkable for its size but not its nature. Unlike VC, digital projects are transparent and evaluated
perpetually by the market. From a portfolio efficiency perspective, higher vol assets require a smaller allocation
and therefore less capital against them. The larger swings in digital assets mean they can have a similar impact
on the portfolio with a smaller weight.

8.

Fourth, the private nature of VC and the real-time nature of digital each play a role. VC returns are lagged
and smoothed for a good reason. They help investors focus on longer horizons and bigger pictures in an
inherently risky corner of the market. They also give skilled VCs time to work with management to improve
their business. Digital investing is complementary. It is like a fishbowl providing a layer of magnification to
everything within. Fail fast. Investors can take their losses and lessons and move on. Investments in innovation
cycles benefit from the two extremes. Either committing for the long-haul or quickly realizing losses and
moving on are both fair approaches to risk. The two have a low correlation as well. Over the last five years,
ORDST’s quarterly returns had a correlation of between 15% and 25% when compared to both an illiquid US
VC benchmark and a liquid US VC replication benchmark.

9.

The point isn’t to catch a falling knife. The life cycle of any investment is all about risk management. Surviving
is alpha and pre-trade risk management is key to survival. The downturn in the intellectual property hype cycle
will not slow innovation. It will shift attention to building, exactly where venture capital can play a strongly
complementary role in digital asset markets. Vitalik Buterin began describing what would become Ethereum
in 2013 when one bitcoin was worth $1,153. By the time Ethereum launched in July of 2015, the price of
bitcoin was less than $300. Lean times create resilience and focus. And innovation has not paused today,
either. The total cumulative bitcoin capacity of the Lightening Network has continued to grow since November
2021, despite market fluctuations.
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10. Is it better to fail conventionally than to succeed unconventionally? That is a critical mindset adjustment for
innovators. It’s easier to celebrate the contrarian after they are proven right, than to be the contrarian. The
ranks of digital investors have expanded notably over the past two years, and some will likely now depart. For
those on the sidelines, stay focused on this space as the pace moves quickly.
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Slower Trend: Implications for Crisis Alpha –
1987 Case Study
We performed the same exercise for 1987 to study a
faster risk-asset selloff event. In October 1987 the S&P
500 declined by -20.47% on “Black Monday” and
ended the month down -21.76%. Consistent with our
analysis over multiple simulated paths, longer Trend
signals are more likely to generate negative returns in
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a fast reversal. The fast nature of the selloff during
October 1987 would have generated losses of -24.8%
for the Current Trend Industry Model signals. As we
will present later, of that -24.8% gross monthly return,
-19.8% was generated on Black Monday alone.

TREND VOLATILITY COMPRESSION

October 1987 Performance:

slower to react to market reversals. This would benefit
the management company because it reduces either
the amount

The analysis above suggests that some CTAs have
made changes that ultimately make their strategies
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